Correction to: *Nature Communications* 10.1038/s41467-019-13749-3, published online 03 January 2020.

The original version of this Article contained an error in the second sentence of the Abstract, which incorrectly read 'We simulate plausible powder X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns.' The correct version removes 'powder' before 'diffraction'.

The original version of this Article contained an error in the first sentence of the Introduction, which incorrectly read 'We have recently discovered many novel inorganic functional materials by employing powder X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) analysis.' The correct version removes 'powder' before 'diffraction'.

The original version of this article also contained an error in the last sentence of the third paragraph of the 'Real data test' section of the Results, which incorrectly read 'Basic bending of real pure sample XRD patterns would still be insufficient to simulate real-world samples, although they should be, of course, definitely superior to computer-simulated patterns.' The correct version states 'blending' in place of 'bending'.

These have been corrected in both the PDF and HTML versions of the Article.

The original article can be found online at 10.1038/s41467-019-13749-3.
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